FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 03/19/2003

To: San Francisco

From: San Francisco
   Squad
   Contact: SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 44A-SF-A116309 (Pending) 266A-SF-C121365 (Pending)

Title: COMMUNITY RELATIONS DEV - CIVIL RIGHTS;
        COMMUNITY OUTREACH;
        LIAISON EFFORTS/PRESENTATIONS;
        STATISTICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS - SQUAD

Synopsis: Reporting liaison contacts, community outreach efforts, presentations, claiming statistical accomplishments.

Details:

12/17/2002: SA attended a meeting with Dahlia Eltoumi, the Public Relations Director for the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), to further FBI San Francisco's civil rights/community outreach efforts with the Muslim community.

12/18/2002, 1/17/2003, 1/29/2003: SA attended meetings with the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) to further FBI San Francisco's coordination efforts regarding the Hate Crime Program.


2/22/2003: SA gave a presentation to approximately 30 women at a mosque in San Francisco.

3/7/2003: SA conducted community outreach to the Muslim Community at a concert for Iraq Children.

3/12/2003: SA — gave a presentation to CAIR and approximately 40 attendees regarding the FBI's role in hate crimes.
Accomplishment Information:

Number: 20
Type: CONDUCT OPERATIONAL TRAINING/PRESENTATION
Attendees/Recipients:
ITU: LIAISON WITH OTHER AGENCY
ITU: LIAISON WITHIN FBI
Claimed By:
SSN: 
Name: 
Squad: 

Number:
Type: POSITIVE (DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE FBI)
ITU: LIAISON WITH OTHER AGENCY
ITU: LIAISON WITHIN FBI
Claimed By:
SSN: 
Name: 
Squad: 

To: San Francisco
From: San Francisco
Re: 44A-SF-A116309, 03/19/2003